provide high reliability owing to the program and data-file redundancy possible. In many applications, high reliability is the major consideration for system design. Some work by Kumar, Hariri, Raghavendra shows that the distribution of programs and datafiles can affect the system reliability appreciably, and that redundancy in resources such as computers, programs, and data-files can improve the reliability of distributed system. This paper first formulates a practical application for a reliability-oriented distributed task assignment problem which is NP-hard. Then, to cope with this challenging problem, we p r o p a greedy algorithm, based upon some heuristics, to find an approximate solution. The simulation shows that, in most cases tested, the algorithm f i d s suboptimal solutions efficiently; therefore, it is a desirable approach to solve these problems.
INTRODUCTION
Distributed systems can provide appreciable advantages, including high performance, high reliability, resource sharing, and extensibility [5, 17, 19] . Potential reliability improvement of a distributed system is due to possible program & data-file redundancy. The reliability evaluation of distributed systems is widely published [l-4,6,11-13,15-16,201 . To evaluate the reliability of a distributed system, including a given distribution of programs and data-files, it is important to obtain a global reliability measure that describes how reliable the system is.
Kumar, Hariri, Raghavendra [9, 13] proposed the concepts of distributed system reliability (DSR) which measures the reliability of a distributed system by determining the probability that all the distributed programs are working. They introduced the KHR' algorithm [9, 13] based on graph theory to evaluate the reliabihty measures. Some of their previous work also shows that the distribution of programs and data-files can affect the system reliability appreciably [13] [14] [15] , and that redundancy in resources such as computers, programs, and data-files can im- prove the reliability of distributed systems [8] . Therefore, the study of program and data-file assignment with consideration of redundancy is important in improving the DSR.
Since the evaluation of task's reliability is NP-complete [3], Hariri & Raghavendra [7] proposed an algorithm to solve some reliability-oriented task-allocation problems -assuming that each computer had the same reliability and each communication link had the same reliability [7] . Shatz 8t Wang solved the task allocation problems in redundant distributed-computer systems by assuming that the system is a cycle-free network [18] . In their model, software redundancy was not considered, and the mission reliability (continuous time interval that is sufficiently long for unit failures) was the major concern. This paper formulates a practical application, of reliabilityoriented design for a distributed information system, to the k-DTA problem; the k-DTA models the assignment of k copies of both distributed programs and their data-files to maximize the DSR under some resource constraints. Since the k-DTA problem is NP-hard [21] , we then propose a greedy algorithm based upon some heuristics [ 101 to find an approximate solution. We conclude from the simulation results that in almost every case the approximate solution is suboptimal with relative error < 0.05 and the average absolute error = 0.02.
MOTIVATION OF THIS RESEARCH
The GDTA problem originated from a project of installing several copies of a file server into the network which connects all of the universities in Taiwan ROC. The file server consists of a set of programs and a large database. The main purpose of having several copies of the server working at the same time is to ensure that the information system is not affected by local failures of computer sites or network links. If a server program can not access its data-files owing to disk failure, it can access the data of other operational copies through network to continue its work. If a host which holds some server programs fails, its users can still get the same services from other Copies of the server.
There are many computers over several universities in question. Those schools are willing to offer their computer resources but with several resource constraints (eg, CPU time, memory space, disk quota). Therefore, the programs and data-files of each server are distributed among several computers under resource constraints on each computer. The schools are requested to list what their computers can afford (eg, how many processes, how many MB of memory space, how many GB of disk space), so that the whole information system can be planned. Dejnitions evaluated according to the ratio of time periods of its historical failures. Section 4 puts this application into a formal description, in which a server is considered as a distributed system consisting of several programs and data-files; each communication link is a link in a graph with a reliability measure, and each computer is a node in the graph with a reliability measure and some resource constraints.
3.
Distributed system: A system involving cooperation among several loosely coupled computers (processing elements); the system communicates (by links) over a network.
3.2 Distributed program: A program of some distributed system which requires one or more files. For successful execution of a distributed program, the local host, the processing elements having the required files, and the interconnecting links 3. NOTATION & DEFINITIONS must all be operational [13, 15] . system are operational} [13, 15] .
3.3 DSR: Pr { all the specified distributed programs for the
3.4 Dependent set: A set S of distributed programs & files such that there does not exist a partition which divides S into two disjoint subsets s1 & s, , where s1 U s, = s, and s1 n S2 = 0 such that each program and the files required are within the same subset.
3.5 DTA problem: Find an assignment for a dependent set under some resource constraints on the distributed system such that the distributed system reliability is maximum.
Bidirectional communication channels operate between processing elements. A distributed network can be modeled by a simple undirected graph. 
Gl,.
~~-1 l l G 3.6 k-DTA problem: Find an assignment for k copies of a dependent set to maximize the DSR under some resource con-4 straints on the distributed system. simple undirected graph: ( V , E ) set of nodes representing the processing elements set of links representing bidirectional communication channels distributed-system reliability Kumar, Hariri, Raghavendra reliability-computing the failure of network nodes or links. Then all other programs of the dependent set must stop executing. In example 3.1, let P I & P2 be 2 processes of a parallel algorithm, it is pointless for P2 to continue executing if PI has already halted due to failure of some nodes or links. By definition, the operation of a dependent set S relies on the operation of the programs & files of S. Therefore, the reliability of a dependent set in the distributed system can be evaluated by KHR which measures the DSR by determining the probability that all the distributed programs are working.
This paper is concerned with the assignments of dependent sets to maximize the distributed system reliability evaluated by KHR.
HEURISTIC ALGORITHM FOR THE k-DTA ProbLEM

I Background
This section proposes an efficient heuristic algorithm to find an approximate solution of the k-DTA problem. Without loss of generality, we use memory constraints instead of resource constraints to simplify the discussion. Theorem 1. Denote the set of minimal file spanning trees for an assignment ASS (S, G ) of a dependent set by MFST (S,G) .
If there exists another assignment ASS (S-{ v} , G) , where v is a terminal node of some MFST in MFST(S,G), then DSR(S,G) < DSR(S-{v},G).
Proof:
The theorem is obvious from the definition of DSR.
4
Definitions 4.1 Node XI is more reliable than node X2 iff the degree of Xl is higher than that of X2. [The node with higher degree is more likely to have more paths to the destination nodes than those with lower degrees. Thus according to DSR(S,G) = Ui Pr{MFSFi), Xl could provide higher reliability than X2.] 4.2 Program PI is weaker than program P2 (or, P2 is stronger than P1) iff the minimum number of nodes required to assign P1 and its associated files are greater than those required for P2. [If any associated file is not accessible, the program fails. From theorem 1, we can always find an assignment such that P2 is in a more reliable situation than P1; therefore, PI is weaker than P2.]
4.3 File Fl is more influential than file F2 iff Fl is accessed by more programs than F2. [By definition of DSR, if any program can not access its associated file, the whole distributed system fails. Therefore, if Fl is accessed by more programs than F2, then the probability that some program can not access Fl is likely to be greater than the probability for Fz.] Finding the minimum number of nodes needed to hold a program and its associated fdes is interesting and difficult. Basically, in most cases the total required memory size dominates the number of nodes needed; therefore, we simply use the total memory size of Pi and its associated files to approximate the number of nodes required. The weakness decision function is: The order of the programs from weakest to strongest is: P2, PI, P3r P4. fieorem 2. The most reliable assignment for k copies of some program or file is to assign these copies to k distinct nodes.
Proof:
4
Heuristics 1 -6 ire ideas about approximate efficient solution of the task assignment problem. For these reasons, it seems that better solutions can result from assigning the programs & files in breadth-first order.
Greedy Approach
After the AR'-tree is constructed, the greedy algorithm based upon some heuristics is used to assign the programs & files to the network:
1. Initially the program in the root of AR-tree is selected and assigned to the node with the maximum environment weight.
The environment weight represents the composite reliability for the nodes and links surrounding a node. 5. If the breadth-first order of PFk, is greater than that of PFk, in the AR-tree, then PFk, must be assigned before PFk,. This rule assures that the programs & files in AR-tree are assigned to the network according to the priority of breadth-first order.
4
For programs of short execution time, the process reliability is related to its execution time, communication time, and current system load; hence the environment weights and access weights will be changed. However, in considering the constant (long term) execution, the program reliability strongly depends on the failure probabilities of relative nodes & links; ie, the environment weights and access weights are constants in such case. Since X2 has the maximum access weigd associated w 1 X3, then F2 is assigned to X2. We then consider the second copy of P1 in depth 3 of the AR-tree (we call it P'l). Since P'l is the child of F2, and since F2 has been assigned to X2, therefore, we try to assign PIl to X2 first. However, the available memory space of X2 is 8 -7 = 1 < SIZE(P'1) = 4; so, the 1-movement nodes of X2 are tried. 
Formal Description of the Greedy Algorithm
The time complexities for the algorithm are:
Greedy Algorithm
1.
Calculate the environment weight of each Xi. 1.1 ADJ(Xi) = {Xjl% is adjacent to Xi}
2.1 For each Pi & 4, reorder the AFL(P,) & APL(4).
2.2
Choose Ph as the root of the AR-tree,
2.
Construct an Assignment-Relation tree.
SIZE (5) ). Step Complexity
2.3
SIMULATION & ANALYSIS
To evaluate the performance of our approach, we applied the heuristic algorithm to a wide variety of distributed task assignment problems.
Quantitative Evaluation
The results of our algorithm are compared to those of a Random Assignment algorithm and an Exhaustive Search algorithm, The reliabilities of the assignments were evaluated by applying KHR. To verify the accuracy & efficiency of our algorithm, the simulation programs are implemented in C language on a VAX-8800 and by COMMON LISP on a PCIAT, respectively. Some parts of the simulation results are depicted in tables 1 & 2. Since k (number of copies) = 2, the numbers of programs & files are twice as large as those shown in the tables. Two error measures, E, & E,,, are used.
Notation
E,
relative error E,,, average absolute error DSR,,, solution of the approximation algorithms DSK, , , optimal solution from exhaustive-search algorithm.
The simulation shows that our algorithm performs accurately & efficiently for most cases without dependence on the languages or computers used: E, < 0.05 for each case E, , = 0.02 on the average. Therefore, in almost every case, our algorithm can find suboptimal assignments. 
Qualitative Evaluation
We analyze the performance of our algorithm by comparing it with the same Random Assignment algorithm used in section 5.1 and with the heuristic Algorithm-S.
Algorithm-S
#3) node which has enough memory.
holds the most programs that access it.
1. Assign programs to the most reliable and allowable (see 2. Assign each file to the allowable (see #3) node which 3. If the node has held a copy of some program or file, 4 do not assign the same one to it.
Discussion of Algorithm4 (AlgS)
A l g S seems straight-forward and reasonable; however, AlgS has 2 problems.
Problem #1: AlgS ignores the relationships among copies of the modules. For example, let Pi & P'i be 2 copies of the the whole system operational. Problem #2: AlgS does not decide the order of assigning modules by considering their relationships; hence a program is most likely to be assigned far from the files it needs, and vice versa. For example, the assigning orders of F1 & F2 can be much later than that of P1. Let P1 be assigned to X,. The nodes that are close to X, might already be occupied when Fl 
